used by many people
Braille is many people
by many people
The New York Times
is read
countries is spoken Spanish in many
Baseball is played by 18 players by 18.
Soccer is many people played by many people.
many students

The internet

used by is
by many
Tokyo tower
is enjoyed
tourists
English is studied by many Japanese students.
Naruto is watched by many males.
is watched

Nodame Cantabile

females by many
Atom Boy is watched in many countries.
is by many fans

Ichiro

watched
is loved
Satoshi Ohno
by many girls

is loved
Satoshi Ohno
by many girls

is loved
Satoshi Ohno
by many girls

is loved
Satoshi Ohno
by many girls
Maeda Atsuko by many boys is loved
tourists

The Watarase train is enjoyed by many.
students liked Hitomu by many is
many tourists is not visited by Hanwa